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Abstract

A Riemannian resp. eOIllplex luanifold X is ealled Liouville if it earries no noneonstant
bounded harmonic resp. hololuorphie functions. It is called Caratheodory if thc points
of X are separated by bounded harmonie resp. hololllorphic fUllctiollS. We prcsent some
remarks on regular Liouville and Caratheodory eoverings over a Rienlannian resp. complex
manifold.
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INTRODUCTION

A Rienlannian manifold resp. a conlplex space X is caHed Liouville if it carries no
nonconstant bounded hannonic resp. holomorphic functions. It is said to be Caratheodory,
01' Caratheodory hyperbolic, if the points of X are separatcd by bounded harmonie resp.
holomorphic functions. We prescnt some reIllarks on regular LiouviHe and CaratlH~odory

coverings over a Riemannian resp. cOInplex Iuanifold.

In §1 we start with a short survey on the Liouvillc property of regular, that is, Galois,
coverings; SOlne new observations are exhibited as weH (see Corollary 1.8 and Proposition
1.11). It is known that a nilpotent Galois covcring1 ovcr a compact manifold is always
Liouville, whereas for solvable coverings, in general, this is not the case. In the intermediate
class of polycyclic coverings, the situation ehangcs clrastieaHy when passing from eompact
lliemannian 01', in particular, Kähler manifolds to general eompaet eomplex manifolds.

In §2 we extend SOllle known results on thc Liouville property of nilpotent coverings to
a more general class of coverings with FC-nilpotent Galois groups.

§3 and §4 are devoted to examples of non-Liouville and, espeeially, Caratheodory cov
erings over eOIupact Inanifolcls with relatively sInall Galois groups. Namely, in §3 for
arbitrary compaet Riemann surface Y of genus 9 ~ 2 wc eonstruct a metabelian covering
X --+ Y over Y with a Caratheodory covering RieIllann surfacc X. This is based on a
eonstruetion due to Lyons and Sullivan [LySu).

In §4 wc study in SOllle details the properties of the universal covering 7r: X ---+ Y
of an Inoue surfaee [In). This is a cOInpact non-Kählerian eomplex surface Y with a
polycyclic fundamental group G = 1rl (Y) (= thc Galois group of the above covering), and
the universal eovering X is equivalent to thc product of C and the upper half plane H.
Thus, X is neither Liouville nor Carathcodory. Conccrning the geoInetry of this covering,
we show the following:

a) there are a point Xo E X and an element sEC such that :co is not contained in
the HOO(X)-convcx huH of the set {g-lsgxo 1 lJ E C}; that is, there exists a bounded
holomorphic function on "Y such that SUPgEG \/(g-l sgxo) I ::; 1 and l/(xo)! > 1;

b) any point x E X belongs to the HOO(X)-convex hnll of its own G-orbit with the point
Xo being deleted.

In what follows, all Inanifolds will be smooth and connected. All eomplex spaces will
be redneed and conneeted.

1i. e. a regular covering with a nilpotent Galois group.

Typeset by A]v1S-TEX
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2 VLADIMIR LIN, MIKHAIL ZAIDENBERG

§l. LIOUVILLE-TYPE PROPERTIES OF COVERINGS: A SURVEY

This brief survey is neither complete nor chronologicalj it contains only some selected
results on Liouville-type properties. We do not touch on tbe case of harmonie functions
on a discrete group with a probability measure, which is closely related to our topic (see
e. g. [Av, Ma, VeKa, KaI]).

Coverings over a compact base

1.1. Theorem [LySu, KaI). Let Y be a compact Riemannian manifold and X --+ Y be a
Galois covering with the Galois group G. Then
a) X is Liouville whencvc1' G is polycyclic2 or 0/ subexponential growth.

b) 1f G is nilpotent, then X camcs no nonconstant positive harmonic junctions.3

c) G must be amenable whenever X is Liouvillc.

1.2. Remarks. 1. In [LySu) a solvable non-Liouville covering was constructed over
arbitrary hyperbolic corupact Riemann surfacc R. This shows that in general Theorem
1.1(a) does not hold for nonpolycyclic solvable coverings of compact manifolds. This
example will be discusscd in rnore details in §3.

2. A holomorphic function on a Kähler complex lnanifold is harmonie with respect to
the Laplace-Beltrarni operator related to thc Kähler n1etric. Hence, TheoTern 1.1(a) holds
also true for holomorphic functions on coverings over cOlnpact Kähler ruanifolds. Actually,
thc class of Hernlitian rnetrics on con1plex rnanifolcls with the property of harmonicity of
holomorphie functions is wider; it includes, in particular, Gauduchon metries [Ga, Ka2].

3, Theorem 1.1(a) cloes not hold for holornorphic fllllctions on general compact complex
manifolds. As a cotll1terexample one may consicler the universal covering X of thc Inone
surface Y ([Li)] see §4 below for details). The Galois group G in this example is asemidireet
product of Z3 (which is a nonnal subgroup in G) and Z. Thus, X is not Liouville whereas
G is a metabclian (i. e. a two-step solvable) polycyclic group. However, nilpotent coverings
over compaet complex spaees are Liouville ([Li]; sec Theorem 1.6 below).

4. Since a finite coveril1g of a cornpact rnal1ifold is compact, the statements (a), (b) of
Theorem 1.1 hold also true for any finite extension of_G whenever G is as in these state
ments. (Indeed, given a group extension 1 ---t G ---t G --+ K --+ 1 with a finite K and a

G-eovering X --S Z, we have the corresponding tower of Galois coverings X ~ Y~Z,
where Y = X/G is cornpact.)

We say that a group G is almost nilpotent4 (resp. almost solvable, almost polycyclic,
etc.) if it contains a nilpotent (resp. solvable, polycyclic, etc.) subgroup of finite index.
Such a subgroup may clearly be assurl1ed being nonnal. Thus, by Theorem 1.1(a),(b), an
almost polycyclic resp. an almost nilpotent covering over a eornpact Riemannian manifold
is Liouville resp. carries no nonconstant positive harmonie function,

2i. c. G admits a finitc normal series with cyclic quoticnts. An cquivalent condition: Gis solvable and a11
its subgroups are finitely generated (see e.g. [Ha, Se]; in [Ha] polycyclic groups wcre called supersolvable).

3See also [Gui, Ma].
4 0 1' virtwdly nilpotent, 01' also nilpotcnt-by-jinite.



ON LIOUVILLE AND CARATHEODORY COVERINGS 3

1.3. Definition. A Ricnlannian lllanifold X is called recurrent if it carries uo nonconstant
bounded subharmonic function. Nonrecurrent lnanifolds are called transient. Recall (see
c.g. [SNWC, Gri, LySuJ) that X is recnrrcllt if and only if it docs not possess positive
Green function; the latter property is, in turn, equivalcnt to thc recurrence of the canonical
randoln nlotion on Y. In [Li] a Riemannian rnanifold resp. a cOlllplex space X is called
ultra-Liouville if any bounded continuous subharmonic rcsp. plurisubharmonic functioll
on X is constant. Actually, for Rienlannian lllanifolcls these two properties are equivalent.

As an example of a noncompact ultra-Liouville cOlnplex space one may consider a con
nccted Zariski open subset Y of a compact COlllplcx space Y (for instance, any quasiprojec
tive complex variety Y). Indeed, every boundcd plurisubharlllonic function on Y admits
a plurisubharnlonic extcnsion to Y (see e.g. [BoNaJ) and, hencc, by maximum principle,
it is constant. Note that a SlllOOth quasiprojcctivc COlllPlcx varicty, being cndowed with
a Riemannian manifold structurc, lnay be transient. For instance, this is so for Y = Cn ,

n 2:: 2, with its Euclidean Inctric.

Tbc following rccurrcnce criterion for Galois coverings of conlpact lliemannian lllanifolds
was proved in [LySu] for abclian groups, and in general setting in [VSCC, X.3] (see thc
references therein5 ) .

1.4. Theorem [LySu, VSCC]. Let X -+ Y be a Galois covcring over a compact Rie
mannian manifold Y with the Galois group G. Then X is recurrent if and only if G is a
finite extension olone of the gr07Lps 1, Z or Z2.

In what follows we call a group G as in Theorem 1.4 a Varopoulos group.

Coverings over a noncompact base

1.5. Definition6 • Given a Riemannian lllanifold resp. a complex space X, we denote by
I(X) thc group of all its hOlllotheties7 Homo (X) res}). the group of all its biholomorphic
automorphisms Aut (X).

Let G be a subgroup of I(X); we say that the action of G on X is ultra-Liouville if there
is no nonconstant G-invariant bounded continuous sllbharmonic resp. plurisubharmonic
function on X. Note that in the case when the quotient Y = X/G exists in the same
category, the G-action on X is ultra-Liouvillc if and only if Y is ultra-Liouville.

Denote by Z(G) the center of a group G. Let

1 = Zo(G) <J Z(G) = Zl(G) <J Z2(G) <J ... <J Zn(G) <J ... <J G

be the upper central scries of G, i. e. Zn (G) is thc total preinlage of Z (G/ Zn-l (G))
under the natural surjection G -t G/ Zn-l (G), n = 1, 2, . .. . The upper central series is

5for the case of Riemann surfaces see e.g. [My, Ne, Ro, Mo, Ts].
6 cf. Definition 1.3 above.
7By a homothety of a Riemannian manifold (X, d) we mean a transformation 9 : X -+ X such that

d(gx, gy) == Cd(x, y) with some constant C = C(g) which does not depend on x, y E X.
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continued transfinitely in thc usual way, by defining Zo(G) = Uß<o: Zß(G), when a: is a
limit ordinal.

The group G is called w-nilpotent if it coincides with the union Zw(G) = UnEN Zn(G).
G is called hyper-nilpotent if G = Uo Zo (G), where a: runs over all the ordinals.

The following theorenl was proved for w-nilpotent coverings of Rieluannian manifolds
in [LySu], and in its present form in [Li], by different nlcthods.

1.6. Theorem [LySu, Li]. Let X be a Riemannian 1nanifold resp. a complex space, and
let G be a hyper- 11,ilpo tent subgroup 0 f I (X) . The space X is Liouville whenever the G
action on X is ultra-Liouville. In particular, X is Liouville if there is a hyper-nilpotent
covering X --+ Y with the base Y being an ultra-Lio7Lvilie Riemannian manifold resp. an
ultra-Liouville complex space.

1.7. Remark. By the Inaximum principle, any cocolnpact G-action8 on X is ultra
Liouville. Therefore, for w-nilpotent coverings over a cornpact R.iemannian Inanifold Y thc
last assertion of Theorem 1.6 follows from TheoreIIl 1.1 (a) (but not vice versa!). Indced,
being a quotient of a finitcly generated group '7rI(Y), t.he Galois group of a regular covering
over Y is finitcly generated, too. But a finitely generated w-nilpotent group is nilpotent
and polycyclic (sec e.g. [fIa, Se]). However, unlike Theoreln 1.1, Theorem 1.6 applies also
to ultra-Liouville actions which are neithcr free nor properly discontinuous nor cocompact.

FroIu Theorems 1.4, 1.6 we obtain such a corollary.

1.8. Corollary. Let X --+ Y oe a Galois coveriug over a compact Riemannian resp.
K ähler manifold Y with the Galois group G. 1f G is an extension of an almost hyper
nilpotent group by a Varopoulos group, then X is Lio1tville.

1.9. Remarks. 1. Corollary 1.8 does not apply to general C0I11pact complex manifolds.
Indeed [Li], let X --+ I bc tbe universal cover over thc Inoue surface I (see Remark 1.2.3
and §4). The semidirect decolnposition G rv Z3 A Z provides us with the tower of Galois

coverings X~y~I. Would Y bc ultra-Liouville, then, by Theorem 1.6, the abelian

covering X~Y would be Liouville, which is wrong. Hence, Y~I yields an example of
a non-ultra-Liouville Z-covering of a compact cOInplex surface I.

2. Even in the llicmannian setting, an analog of Corollary 1.8 does not hold any more for
coverings over a noncompact base Y. Consider, for instancc, thc Inaximal abelian covering
X --+ Y over the punctured Riemann sphere Y = pI \ {3 points}. The Riemann surface X
can be realized as the curve in C2 with the equation eX + eY = 1. The covering projection
X --+ Y rv C \ {O, I} is (x, y) f-----t eX

• The Ga,lois ,group G of this covering is isomorphie
to H I (Y; Z) rv Z2. It is known [McKSu, LyMcK] that X is transient, and hence is not
ultra-Liouville, whereas G ~ Z2 is a Varopoulos group. Note that X in this example is
Liouville (see [De, Wa, Sh] or Theorem 1.6).

Bi. e. an action such tlmt GT = X for some compact set T ~ X.
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1.10. Definition. Let C be a group acting on a set X, and let CX be the vector space
of all cOluplex valucd fllllctions on X. The corresponding C-action on CX is denoted by
/ ~ /9, fg(x) = j(gx). We say that an elemcnt 9 E C is aperiod of a function / E CX ,

or /-period, if / is g-invariant, i. e. I(gx) == j(x) for all x E X. For a function / E CX
the set of all its periods fonn a subgroup in C, which is denoted by Cf. It is a stationary
subgroup of f with respcct to the C-action on CX . For a subspace :F ~ CX denote by
C;: the intersection of all thc subgroups Gf' j E :.F. Wc call G;: thc group 0/ :.F-periods,
or simply the period group. It is easily seen that C:F is anormal subgroup of C if :F is
G-invariant.

Prom now on, we dcnote by 11. = 11.(X) the space Har1n OO (X) resp. HOO(X) of all
bounded complcx valued harmonie resp. holoillorphic functions on a Riemannian manifold
resp. complex space X. Clearly, 11.(X) is an I(X)-invariant subspace of CX ; for any
subgroup G ~ 1(X) thc 11.-pcriod subgroup CH is nonnal in C.

For a subgrollp G ~ I(X) and an clenlcnt s E I(X) we denote- by [8, C] the subgrollp
of I(X) generated by all thc commlltators [s, g] = sgs-lg-\ 9 E G.

Thc next proposition contains some new observations concerning harmonie (holamor
phie) fllnctions on coverings over an ultra-Liouville base.

1.11. Proposition. a) Let the action 0/ a subgrou]J G t;; I(X) on a Riemannian mani/old
resp. on a complex space X be ultra-Liouville. Then any G-orbit in X is a uniqueness set
for the function space9 11.(X) .

b) 1/ the indueed diagonal G-action g: (x, Y) f----+ (g x, gy) on X x X is ultra-Liouville,
then X is Liouville.

1.12. Remark. It follows from Proposition 1.11(b) that a complex space X is Liouville
whenever thc action of SOllle subgroup G t;; 1(X) is ahnost dOllbly transitive on X, meaning
that the induced diagonal G-action on X x X possesscs a dense orbit. This simple observa
tion yields yet another proof of the classieal Liouvillc Theoreln (the affine transformation
group Aff (C) = Aut (C) is doubly transitive on C).

The following thcorenl provides us with an important infoflnation about the period
group of a bounded hanllonic rcsp. hololllorphic function. Actually, this more general
result stays behind the proof of Theorem 1.6.

1.13. Theorem [Li, Thms. 2.10, 3.9]. Let, as befoTC, X be a Riemannian manifold
resp. a complex 8paee, and let G bc a subgro7Lp 0/ the gro1Lp I(X) = Homo (X) resp.
I(X) = Aut (X). Assume that one 01 the following two conditions is fulfilled:

* G is amcnable and its action on X is ultra-Liouvillej

* C-action on X is eoeompact.

Let f be a bounded harmonie resp. holomorphic j'llnction on X. Suppose that an element
s E I(X) satisfies the eondition [s, C] t;; I(X)f (see 1.10). Then s E I(X)f' In other words,
i/ f is invariant under all the commutators [s 1 g], 9 E G, then I is als 0 s -invariant.

9i. e., if cp E 'H., Xo E X, and tp I Gxo = 0, then cp = o.
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1.14. Remark. Dndcf the hypothesis of Theorem 1.131 either of the above conditions
( *) implies:

1. The center Z(G) of G is always contained in the 1i-period subgroup G1i , where 1l is the
space H armOO(X) resp. H oo (X) of aH bounclecl hannonic resp. holomorphic functions on
X. Moreover, the transfinite incluction shows that the Inembers Zn (G) of the transfinite
upper central series of Gare contained in GH . Thus, the union Zlim (G) = Ua Za (G)
is contained in thc 1i-period subgroup GH as weH. Hence, X is LiouviHe if G is hyper
nilpotent or ahnost hyper-nilpotent. Trus proves Theor81n 1.6.

2. If the center Z(G) of G Is nontrivial, thcn the space X is not Caratheodory [Li]. In
particular, a regular covering X over a quasiprojective varicty cannot be Caratheodory
hyperbolic whenever its Galois group is alnenable and has a nontrivial center. We shall
see in §3 that the latter statement may be wrong (evcn for solvable coverings of cOlnpact
Riemann surfaces) if onc omits thc condition that thc center is nontrivial.

3. If an eleInent s E G is ccntral in a finite index subgroup S ~ G (or, more general, lies
in the ccntralizer of such a subgroup in G) then s is an 1i-period: s E GH [Li, Lemlna 3.3
and Th. 3.4]. That is, if the conjugacy dass sC = {g-lsg I 9 E G} of an element s E G
is finite, then any function h E 11. is constant on the sC-orbit sCx of any point x EX.
An element with the finite conjugacy dass is called an FC -element; in §2 we study some
analogs, generalizations 1 and applications of this property.

Some proofs

Following the scheIne suggestecl in [LiL we sketch here the proofs of Proposition 1.11 and
Theorem 1.13.

We clenote by ßG thc Stone-Cceh compactification of a discrete topological space G, i.
e. the Gel'fand spectrum of thc Banach algebra LOO(G) of a11 bounded functions G --+ C.
Recall that thc space ßG is C0111pact and Hausdorff, and LOO(G) rv C(ßG). For f E LOO(G)
we denote by i the unique eontinuous extension of f to ßG 1 and by M (/) ~ ßG the peak
point set of the fllllction f:

M(J) = {~E ßG I li(~)1 = IliIIC(ßG)}
If.G is a discretc group, then its right action onto itself extends to a right G-action on ßG.

Let X be a Rielnannian manifold resp. a e0111plex space, anel let G be a subgroup of
thc group I(X) (sec 1.5). For any function h E 1i = 1i(X) (see 1.10) we set llhll x =
sUPxEX lh(x)l· Let K = K(X) denote the convcx cone of all nonnegative bOllnded contin
ilOUS subharmonic resp. plurisubharmonic functions on X.
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1.15. Proposition [Li]. Let X, G, and 1i be as above. Assume that

(i) the G-action on X is ultra-Lio'Uville, i. c. the cone 1C contains no nonconstant G
invariant function.

Let hE 1i. Set hx(g) == h(gx) and tph(X) == 11h:11 " Then
C(ßG)

a) tph == const and b) 11h;11 - tph == Ilhll x ;
C(ßG)

c) the peak point set M(h) == M(h:c) ~ ßG oJ the fnnction h; does not depend on x E X
and is aG-invariant subset of ßG,. ,

d) JOi any G-invariant regular probability Borel meaS'll,re 11, on ßG the L 2 (J-L)-class [h:] oJ

the function h; does not depend on x EX.

1J, in addition, the group G is amenable, then

e) ßG carnes aG-invariant probability measure J-L supported in M (h) ;

J) h = 0 whenever [h;] = 0 in L 2 (J-L) Jor a 17uasure tL as in (e)"

Sketch 0/ the prooj. Note that the space 1i and thc convex cone 1C satisfy thc following
two conditions (ii), (iii):

(ii) 1i contains all tbe constant functions, and for any 11"llx-boundcd subset :F C 1i tbe

function k}, k}(x) == sup /E:F 11(x) 1
2

, belongs to tlw cone Kj

(iii) for allY closed ball B in the spacc BC(X) of all cOlllplex valued boundcd continuous
functions on X tbc sets HnB and KnB are c10sed in BC(X) with rcspect to tbe compact
open topology.

Thus, by (ii), tp~ E K. Since the function tp~ is G-invariant, (a) follows from (i).
Clearly,

tph = tph(X) == II~II == IlhxIILOO(G} == sup lh(gx)1 ::; sup Ih(y)1 == Il h llx .
C(ßG} gEG yEX

Would the latter incquality bc strict, then for SOIne X o E X we would have

tph < Ih(xo)1 :::; sup Ih9 (xo)1 == sup Ih(gxo)j
gEG 9EG

== sup Ihxo(g)l == !ICII == tph(X o ) == CPh,
gEG C(ßG)

which is impossible; this proves (b).

Given X o E X and a point €o in the peak point set M(C), consider the function

h€o(x) == h;(€o). It follows from (iii) that this function is in 1i, and the function Ih€o(x)1
attains its lnaximal value Ilhllx at thc point x = X o ' Thc Maxinlum Principle

(iv) h == const wl1enever hE Hand Ih(xo)l == Ilhllx for SOlne point X o E X

implies that hE.o == const. Hence,
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This shows that ~o E M(h;) for any x E X, which proves thc first assertion of (c). The
constant funetion h€o is certainly G-invariant, and henee hßog = h€o for any 9 E G. This

yields IC(~og)1 = Ih€o9(xo)1 = Ih€o(xo)1 = Ilhll x anel ~og E M(C) = M(h), which

proves the sccond assertion of (c).
Given aG-invariant regular probability Borel measure J.-L on ßG, define the function

It is G-invariant, and it follows from (ii) anel (iii) that <1>2 E K; by (i), w2 = const. Fix

a point X o E X, and consieler thc mapping X :3 x r----+ F(x) = [h:] E L 2 (J.-L) and the inner

product 'ljJ(x) = (F(x) ,F(xo ))' It follows froln (iii) that 'ljJ E 'H. Clcarly,

hence, by the Maximtlln Prineiple (iv), (F(x) ,F(:Eo )) ;: const. Set a = F(xo ) and
b = F(x); then we have (b, a) = lla1l 2 and Ilbll = lIall. Since the nonn in the Hilbert space
L2 (J.-L) is strictly convex, this irnplies b = a, that is, F =const. This proves (d).

The statement (e) follows from (c) and the Fixeel Point Theorem for amenable groups
[Gre, Thm. 3.3.5] applieel to the natural G-action on thc convex compaetum of all proba
bility measures supporteel in the G-invariant set M(h).

Finally, (I) follows from (e). Indeed, the function h;., is continuous on C(ßG), and hence

[h:] = 0 iInplies h; I supp lL = O. Since supp IL ~ M(h) = M(h;;), it follows that h; = 0

for any x EX. Thus, h = O. 0

1.16. Remark. Let X bc a topological space endowed with a G-aetion preserving a
subspace H c BC(X) and a convex cone K. c BCR,(X). Asslillle that the conditions
(i) - (iv) introduced above are fulfilled. All thc assertions oE Proposition 1.15 hold true
in tllis Inore general setting. This yields analogs of Theorems 1.6 and 1.13 for certain
equivariant second order elliptic operators on snlooth 111unifolds and for harmonie funetions
on discrete groups (see [Li, 2.15]).

1.17. Prao! 01 Proposition 1.11. (a) is an imlnediate consequence of Proposition 1.15(a, b).
To prove (b), fix a function h E H(X). Note that the function

h(x, y) = h(x) - h(y) E H(X x X)

vanishes on the diagonal 6. c X x X, and therefore, it vanishes on any G-orbit contained
in 6.. By OUT assumption, the diagonal action of G on .J'Y x X satisfies the condition of (a)
and leaves the diagonal 6. invariant. Thus, by (a), h= 0, and hence h = const. Therefore,
X is Liouville. 0
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1.18. Proo! 01 Theorem 1.13 lor amenable G and an element s E G. Actually, as in
the proof of Proposition 1.15, the only important assurnption about thc space 1-l and thc
eonvex eone K. is that the conelitions (i)-(iv) rnentioned above are fulfilled. We deal with
a function j E 1-l and an element s E G such that j[s,GJ == j, where j[s,g](x) == /([s, g]x).
Thus,

for all 9 E G anel all x EX, anel hence

for all x EX.

Set h == /8 - j E H. We IUust show that h == O. Let Jl be a lueasure as in Proposition

1.15(e). Since it is G-invariant, Proposition 1.15(d) ituplies that the L 2 (JL)-class [h] does

not depend on x EX. In particular, [T:x] == [1::] and

COlllbined with (*) this leads to [(/~Ix] == o. Thus, h; == [((/0)x)] == o. Propo

sition 1.15(/) implies that h == O. 0

If the element s E I(X) we deal with is not contained in the subb'TOUP G, it ean happen
that there is uo an amenable subgroup in I(X) containing both sand G. To treat this
case oue should work with actions in function spaees whieh are not indueed by any action
in X (see [Li] for details).

As to the ease of a cocompaet G-action, the proof of Theorelll 1.13 given in [Li] is
mainly based on thc C0111pactness principle anel aversion of the Harnack inequality. This
approach goes back to E. Dynkin, M. Malyutov, and G. Margtl1is who considered bounded
anel positive harmonie functions on nilpotent groups (see [DyMa, Ma]).

§2. LIOUVILLE PROPERTY OF FC-NILPOTENT COVERINGS

Here we give a generalization of Theorenl 1.13 on the period subgroup, based on the notion
of the upper FC-series of a group [Hai]. Naluely, wc show that the period subgroup of the
bounded harmonie rcsp. holomorphic fllnctions on a covering of an ultra-Liollville manHold
contains thc union of nlembers of the upper FC-series of the covering group (see (2.1) and
Corollary 2.5 bclow). This leads to a generalization of Theorenl 1.6 resp. of Corollary 1.8
on the Liouville property of coverings (see Corollary 2.6 below).

2.1. Definitions. 1. FC-groups and FC-series. A group G is called FC-group [Ba] (see
also [Ku, To]) if the conjugacy dass of each elernent of G is finite. For example, any almost
abelian group or a gTOUp with a finite COlnnlutator subgroup is so [Neu]. Both of the latter
classes contain the proper subclass of groups with a central subgroup of finite index [Neu]
(see also [Er; To, Thm.1.1)). It is known [Ba; Ta, TluTl. 1.4] that the quotient G/Z(G) of
an FC-group G by its center is a periodic group.
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For any group G thc union FC(G) of all finite conjugacy classes is anormal subgroup
of G. Clearly, FC(G) is an FC-group; it is called thc FC·center of G [To]. By the upper
FC-series of G [Hai] one means the nornlal scries

where FC1(G) = FC(G) and FCn+1 (G) is the total preiInage of FC (GjFCn(G)) under
the natural surjection G -t Gj FCn(G), 12 ~ 1. Clearly, FCn(G) is anormal subgroup
of G; in fact, it is a strictly characteristiclO subgrollp [Hai]. The upper FC-series may
be extended transfinitely [Du], by defining FCo(G) = Uß<a FCß(G), when a is a limit
ordinal. Set FCw(G) = UnEN FCn(G) and FC1im(G) = UaFCa(G), where a runs over
all the ordinals.

2. FC-nilpotent and hyper-FC-nilpotent gr01LpS [Hai, Du]. If G = FCn(G) and G =1=

FCn - 1 (G) for sonle 12 E N, then G is called FC-nilpotent 01 elass n, or simply FC-nilpotent.
We say that G is w-FC-nilpotent resp. hypcr-FC-nil]Jotent if G = FCw(G) resp. G =
FClim (G). Clearly, an w-FC-nilpotent gTOUp is locally FC-nilpotent, i. e. any finitely
generated subgroup of G is FC-nilpotent.

2.2. Remarks. 1. A nilpotent (resp. w-nilpotent, hyper-nilpotent, locally nilpotent)
group is FC-nilpotent (resp. w-FC-nilpotent, hyper-FC-nilpotent, locally FC-nilpotent ).
It is easily seen that FC-nilpotence, w-FC-nilpotence, and hyper-FC-nilpotenee and are
preserved under finite extensions and passing to a subgroup or to a quotient group. In
particular, a finite extension of a nilpotent group is FC-nilpotent. Vice versa, a finitely
generated FC-nilpotent group of class 12 is a finite extension of a nilpotent group of class
at most 12 [DuMcL, Tllll1. 2].

2. We say that a group G is normally generated by its elements [Jb , gk if G coincides
with the nünimal normal sllbgroup << [Jb ... ,[Jk >> containing [Jb ,[Jk, or, which is
the salne, if the conjugaey classes of 91, ... ,gk generate G. It is easily seen that a nonnally
finitely generated w-FC-nilpotent group G is actually FC-nilpotent. If, in addition, all thc
mcmbers FCi(G) of thc upper FC-series of Gare nOflnally finitely gcnerated, then G is a
finitely generated ahnost nilpotcnt group (anel hence, G is an ahnost polycyelic group).

3. Any locally FC-nilpotent (and so any w-FC-nilpotent) group G is amenable. Indeed, G
is a union of thc direct system of its finitely generated FC-nilpotent subgroups. Therefore,
by Theorem 1.2.7 in [Gre], the statement follows onee we know that auy finitely generated
FC-nilpotent group is alnenable. The latter holds since a finitely generated FC-group is
almost nilpotent [DuMcL, Thm. 2] (see 1 above).

The following silnplc exaluplc shows that in general an FC-group that is not finitely
generated my be neither ahnost solvable nor almost w-nilpotent.

10A subgroup H ~ G is called strictly characte1'istic if ,p(H) ~ H for any surjective endomorphism
4>: G --+ G.
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2.3. Example. Let G = EB~=5 An be thc dircct SUfi of thc alternating groups An C Sn,
where Sn stays for thc symmetrie group. It is an FC-group. Since the summands are
simple (henec, nonsolvablc) groups, G is not ahnost solva.ble. To sce that G is not alnlost w
nilpotent supposc, on the contrary, that there exists a nonnal w-nilpotcnt subgroup H ~ G
of finite index. Clcarly, for SOHle n we have H n An f:. 1, alld thus H n An is a nonunit
normal subgroup of thc sirnple group An. Hencc, HnAn = An, that is, An ~ H. However,
w-nilpotent grollp H, being thc increasing union of the nilpotent subgroups Zk(H) (thc
members of its upper eentral series), cannot contain a finite nonsolvable subgroup.

The eoneept of FC-nilpotenee oceurs eonvenient to cstablish the Liouville property of
some eoverings. The following lelnma is an easy eonsequenee of Theorem 1.13.

2.4. Lemma. Let X be a Riemannian manifold resp. a complex space, 11. be the space
0/ all bounded harmonie resp. holomorphic functions on X, and G ~ I(X) be a subgroup
of the group I(X) = HOlno (X) resp. I(X) = Aut (X). Snppose that one of the two
conditions 0/ Theorem 1.13 is /1I,lfilled, i. e. either

* G is amenable tLnd its action on X is nltra-Liouville, or

* the G-action on X is cocompact.

Let N <l G be anormal snbgroup, and let s E G be an element such that its image s in
the quotient gro'Up GIN has a finite conjugacy dass. 1f N is contained in the 1i-period
subgroup Gn, then s E Gll , toD.

Proof. By our assumption, the centralizer C of the elelnent s E GIN is of finite index in
GIN. The total preiInage C of C in G is a sllbgroup of finite index. Thercfore (see [Li,
Lelnma 3.3}) , C satisfies the salne condition (*) as G. Furthennore, C contains both s
and N. Since s is central ill C we have [s, Cl ~ N ~ G1-l' By Theorem 1.13, this inlplies
that s E Gn . 0

2.5. Corollary. Suppose that one 0/ the conditions ( *) 0/ Lem1na 2.4 is fulfilled. Then
FC1im (G) ~ G1/..

Proof. Starting with the nnit subgroup 1 C Gn , we proceed by transfinite induetion.
Assume that FCo(G) ~ Gn . Set N = FCo(G) <J G. By Lenuna 2.5, for any elelnent
s E FCo+1(G) wc have s E G1-l1 and thus FCo+1 (G) ~ G1-l' Furthermore, if Q' is a limit
ordinal and FCß(G) ~ Gn for all ß < ü:, then FCo(G) = Uß<o FCß(G) ~ Gn. By
induction, it follows that FC1im(G) = Uo FCo(G) ~ Gn . 0

2.6. Corollary l1. Let X --+ Y be a regular covering over a cornpact Riemannian resp.
Kähler manifold with the Galois group G. 1/ G is an extension of a hyper-FC-nilpotent
group by a Varopoulos grou]): then X is Liouville.

2.7. Remark. As follows fronl Corollary 2.5, lInder Olle of thc assumptions ( *) of Lemma
2.4 the period subgroup Gll <J G has the following property: the FC-center FC(GIG1-l is
trivial, i. e. all thc conjugaey classes of the elenlents of GIGn different froIn e are infinite.
Clearly, the subgroup FClim (G) <J Gn has thc salne property. It wOllld be interesting to
find an cxample (if it does cxist) in which FC1im(G) i= G1-l.

11 cf. Corollary 1.8 above.
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§3. ON SOLVABLE CARATHEODORY HYPERBOLIC

COVERINGS OF A COMPACT R.IEMANN SURFACE

A complex space X is called Caratheodory hyperbolic if the algebra HOC (X) of the bounded
holomorphic functions on X separates the points of LY. In [LySu] for arbitrary compact
RicIuann surface Z of genus 9 2:: 2 there was constrllcted a non-Liouville Galois cover
ing X --+ Z with a InetabeHan (i. e. two-step solvable) Galois group. Modifying the
construction of Lyons and Sullivan, we prove the following theorem.

3.1. Theorem. For any cornpact Riemann surface Z of genus 9 2:: 2 there exists a
metabelian Caratheodory hyperbolic covering X --+ Z aver Z.

Proo/. There is a natural one-to-one eorrespondence bctwcen abelian coverings of Z and
those normal subgroups of 1Tl(Z) that eontain the COllunutator subgroup 7r~(Z) of 1Tl(Z),
The maximal abelian covering over Z is the Galois covering corresponding to the eommu
tator subgroup 1T~ (Z); it dOlninates any other abelian covering of Z.

Let Y --+ Z be a covering over Z with a free abelian Galois group G of rank G 2:: 3
(for instancc, thc maxiInal abelian covering). By a theorenl of A. Mari [Mo] (see also [Ts,
Theorem X.46]) , for an arbitrary point y E Y there exists a unique positive Green function,
say gy, with pole at y.

Let D c Y \ {y} be a simply connected domain. Then therc is a eonjugate hanllonic
function gZ of gy in D, which is defincd uniquely up to an additive real constant. Therefore,
the differential wy = dfy, where fy = gy + ig;, is a wcll-defined holomorphic I-fonn on
Y\ {y}. Its real part R,c wy = dgy is an exact I-fonn on Y\ {y}. Hellce, the real part of each
period f-rwy of wy, where r E H l (Y \ {y}; Z), is zero. Thus, w clefines a homomorphisIll

H l (Y \ {y}; Z) --+ iIR.
Fix a point Zo E Y \ {y}. For any particubu choice of g; consider the funetion

This is a lllulti-valued holomorphic function on Y with values in the unit disc Ir}, For
a given y E Y any two such functions coincicle up to a constant factor A E sI, where
SI = {A E C I lAI = I}. For any y E Y choose, Ollee forever, one of the functions <Py-

Any two values of <Py differ by a factor of the farIn exp (-27r I-r wy ) E SI, where

r E H l (Y; Z). More precisely, we have a well-defined character

Aetually, it yields a character

Indeed, consider the cxact sequenee
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where the subgroup Z c H 1(Y\ {y}; Z) is gencrated by a very small circle (J"~ in Y eentered
at y. In a sInall dise by around y we have gy(z) = - 2~ log Iz - yl + hy(z), where hy is a
single-valued harmonie function in by; henee, fy(z) = - 2~ log(z - y) + h(z), where h is
a single-valucd holomorphic function in by • It follows that

271" Lwy = 271" L(-2~ dlog(z - y) +d~) E 271"iZ.

Thereby, exp (-27T JUli W y ) = I, the restriction of the hOlnomorphism O:y to the kernel

subgroup Z in the above exaet sequenee is trivial, anel O:y ean bc pushcd down 1.0 the
quotient group.

The set of valucs of the function 'Pu at a point z E Y \ {y} eoinsides with a eoset of thc
subgroup Image (O:y) in thc multiplieativc group C* , whcreas all its values at the point y

are zero.
Let p: 7rl (Y) -1 H 1 (Y; Z) ~ 7rl (Y) / 7r~ (Y) bc thc eanoilleal surjeetion. Set Ci y = (ty 0 p.

The eovering X y -+ Y over Y eorresponding to thc subgroup Ker &; <J 7rl (Y) is the
minimal one such that thc func1.ion 'Py beeonlcs single-valued when lifted to X y • Set

K = n Kerety C Ht(Y; Z),
yEY

and R = p-l (H) C 7Tt (Y). Let p: X -1 Y be t.he abelian eovering over Y associated wi1.h
the subgroup R <] 7rl (Y). Clearly, this is thc nüniInal eovering over Y such 1.hat all thc
functions {'Py }YEY become singlc-valued when liftccl 1.0 X. Let E = {iP;} yEY C HOO(X)
be the eollection of all the lifted funetions. We will show that E separates the points of
X. Sinee X -+ Z is a tnetabelian covering this proves the theorem.

Denote by Fy = p-l (y) C X thc fiber of p ovcr y E Y. For any two distinet points
y, y' E Y the funetion <py vanishcs identically on Fy allel does not vanish at the points of
Fy " Thereforc, E separates the fibers {Fy }.

Thus, it is sufficient to show that E separates the points of each fiber Fy • It is casily
seen that for y' =1= y the fllnction rp; separates the points of Fyl if and only if Ker a y = K.
If the latter cquality holds for a eertain pair of distinet points yr, Y2 E Y, then the points
of each fiber Fy , y E Y, are separatcd by at least one of thc funetions rp;;;, <p;. Henee,
the theorem follows from the next claim.

Claim 1. Tllere exists a countable union C = UnEN Cn C Y of real analytic curves Cn in
Y such that Ker O:y = K for each point y E Y \ C.

The proof is based on thc following statelncnt12 :

Claim 2. The fUllction oE two complex variables g(Yl y') = gy(y') is harmonie 011 the
complelnent (Y x Y) \ .6., where .6. C Y x Y is the diagonal.

12It should be weB known; for the sake of completeness we givc a simple proof.
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. Proof of Claim 2. By thc symmetry property of Green function [Ts, Theorem 1.16], we
have gy (y') = gy' (y) for any V =1= y', v, y' E Y. Hence, g (y, V') is a hannonic function in
each argulnent on (Y x Y) \ ß. It is sufficient to show t.hat it is harmonie as a function of
two cOlnplcx variables in each bidisc 0 x 8' ce (Y x Y) \ 6" whcre 8, 8' are two small discs
in Y. Being hannonic in cach variable, the function g(y, V') in the bidisc 0 x 0' satisfies
the Laplace equation 6,Yly,9(Y, V') = 6. yg(y, V') + ßy,y(y, V') = 0, where ß y , ß y, are the
usual Laplacians. Therefore, g(y, V') is harnlollic in 8 x 0' as soon as it is continuous therc.

Since the function g(y, 0) is continuous in the closcd disc J, the family 9y = gy(y')
of positive harmonie functions in 0' is equicontinuous in evcry slualler closed disc (the
standard proof of this fact follows by the Harnack illcquality). This itnplies that 9 
g(y, V') is a continuous function in 0 x 8', which cOlnpletes thc proof. D

Proof of Claim 1. It is sufficient to check our staterncnt locally. Fix a small dise 0 C Y.
We will show that Ker a y = K for all y E 0 outside of a countablc union Co C 8 of closed
real analytic curves in o.

It follows from Claim 2 that in each loeal ehart n in Y the eocffieicnts of the holomorphic
I-form wy are real analytic functions of y E Y \ n.

Let a sequence {I'n} nEN of I-cycles in Y bc a free basis of the homology group

00

H1(Yj Z) ~ Zoo = E9Z.
1

We may assume that they do not meet thc closed dise J. The periods en(y) = J W y ,
In

n E N, are real analytie functions of y E O. For 'Y = ~jl=l ajfj E H 1(Yj Z) we have

(T, wy ) =1Wy = t aj1Wy = t UjCj(Y) = (n, c(y)) ,
I j=1 Ij j=1

where a = (aI, ... , an, 0, ... ) anel c(y) = (Cj(Y))~l' By thc definition of the character
a y: H 1 (Yj Z) -t SI, we have

Keray = {'Y E H1(Yj Z) I (1', iwy ) = (a, ic(y)) E Z} .

Set
L = {a E Zoo I (a, ic(y)) E Z for all V E o} .

For eaeh a E zoo \ L anel for eaeh k E Z consider thc real analytic curve

Ca, k = {V E 0 I (Ci, ic (11 )) = k} .

u
Put

Co = Ca k·,
aEZoo\Lj kEZ

It is casily seen that for 11 E 0 \ Co the subgroup Ker a y C H1(Y; Z) does not depend on y
and coincides with L. Furthermore, for any y E Co we have Ker a y ::> L, and hence L = K.
This proves Claim 1 and cOlnpletes the proof of Theoreln 3.1. D
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§4. Hoo-HULLS IN A SOLVABLE COVER OF INOUE SURFACE

In this section we study in more details the universal covering 7T: X --+ I over Olle of the
Inoue surfaces I [In]. We start with adescription of the Inone snrface.

Let A E SL (3; Z) be a Inatrix with one real eigenvallle a > 1 and two complex conjugate
eigenvalues ß, ßE C \ IR (certainly IßI < 1). Let a = (al, a2, a3) resp. b = (bI, b2, b3) be a
real resp. a complex eigenvector of A corresponding to the eigenvalue a resp. ß.

Set lliI = {z E C ! Inlz > O} (the upper halfplane) and X = lHr x C. Consider the
subgroup G c Aut X generated by the following four alltomorphislns gj:

90(Z, w) = (az, ßw),

The action of the group G on X is free, properly discontinuous, and cocompact. The
smooth compact cOlnplex surfacc I = X/G is one of the Inone surfaces [In].

The subgroup Go c G generated by 91, a2, 93 is isoillorphie to Z3; this subgroup is
normal in G, and the quotient group G/Go is isomorphie to Z. Thus, we have thc exact
sequence

o-r Z3 -r G~ Z -r 0 ,

and the corresponding tower of the abelian coverings

(1)

In particular, G is a metabelian (i. e. two-step solvable) polycyclic group, and X --+ I is
a polycyclic eovering with the Galois group G.

We intend to establish certail1 analytic properties of the covering X --+ I and its fibers.
To this end, we nced sonle simple algebraic observations.

First, note that the sequence (1) splits; a splitting p: Z --+ G (r 0 p =id z) may be
defined by Z 3 m t-+ 90 E G. Therefore, G is a serni-direct product Z3 A Z, and any
element 9 E G achnits a uniquc representation of thc farnl

Using this normal form, for any dEZ wo can write

4.1. Lemma. The conjugacy dass sC 0/ the element 8 = gg consists of all the transfor
mations of the fonn

where TI, T2, and T3 run over Z.
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Praof. Since the elements gj, j = 1,2,3, COlllIllute, the lenlnla follows from (2) and the
formulae

o

4.2. Lemma. a) The real eigcnvalue Cl' 01 the rnatrix A is a nonquadratic irrationality.

b) The coordinates al, a2, a3 01 the COITesponding eigenvector aare linearly independent
over Q.

c) For any subgroup L ~ Z3 0/ rank rkL 2:: 2 und fOT any finite subset S c L we have

Proof. a) The characteristic polynomial F(z) = t 3 +pt2 +qt+1 , p, q E Z, ofthe unimodular
nlatrix A has no rational root except, possibly, of ±l. Since 0:, ß =!=- ±1, the polynomial P
is irreducible over Q, which proves (a).
b) Assurne, on the contrary, that ab a2, a3 are linearly dependent over Q. Let A =
(aij)~,j=l' where aij E Z. Then we have four linear relations of the form

(an - o:)al + a12 a 2 + (L13 U3 = 0

U2l a l + (a22 - a)u2 + (L23a3 = 0

(L31al + a32u2 + (a33 - 0:')U3 = 0

with same (rl' T2, r3) E Z3 \ {O}. Sincc (ab a2, a3) #- 0, we obtain the following three
cquations (each of degree at IUOSt 2) for a:

( Tl
T2

T3 ) Cll-a al2
al3 )

det a21 a22 - 0: a23 =0, det Tl T2 T3 = 0,
a31 a32 (L33 - 0: a31 a32 a33 - 0:

and Cll-a al2
al3 )

det U21 a22 - 0: a23 = O.
Tl r2 T3

At least one of these equations mnst certainly be of degrce 2 (for (Tb T2, r3) f; 0), which
contradicts (a).
c) As follows from (b), the hOlnomorphism

is injectivc. Hence, M = X(L) C lR is a free Abelian subgroup of rank rk M =rk L ;::: 2.
The closure M af M in lR coincides with lR (for otherwise, M I"V Z and hence M I"V Z,
which contradicts the property rk M 2:: 2). This implies (e). 0
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4.3. Definition. The HOO(X)-hull Y = H OO _ hullx(Y) of a set Y ~ X in a complex
space X is defined as follows:

Y = H oo - hullx(Y) = {x E X I If(x)l::; snp If(y)1 for all f E HOO(Z)} .
yEY

4.4. Proposition (cf. Remark 1.14.3). Let, as in Lcrnma 4.1, s = gg. Suppose that
a d > 2. Then:

a) The sC -orbit sC (x o ) = {g-l sgxo I 9 E C} 0/ the point X o = (i,O) E X = lHf x C
consists of all the points x = (z, w) E X = lHI x C 0/ the fOTin

where Tl, T2, T3 E Z.

b) The bounded holomorphic function F(z, w) = 2(z + i)-l on X = lHI x C satisfies the
inequality

2
IF(xo)1 = 1 > - > snp lF(x)l.

3 xE.!lG(xo}

-In particular, the Hoo (X) -h1Lll sC (x0) 0/ the sC -orbit, sC (x0) does not contain the point x0
itselJ, and Jor any mean m on LOO(sG(xo ) we have F(xo ) i- m(F 1 sG(xo»).

Proof. (a) follows imnlediately from Lelnma 4.1. In view the assumption a d > 2, (a)
implies that

sup IF(x) I = 2 sup I(nd - l)(1'lal + '2a2 + 1'3a3) + i(ad + 1) 1-1
xE.!lG (xo) rl ,r2 ,r3 EZ

[ ]

-1 2 2
=2 inf l(nd-l)(rlal+T2a2+r3(L3)+i(cll+1)1 ::; d < -3'

rl,r:J,r3EZ n +1

which proves (b). 0

The HOO (X)-hull Yof a subset Y ~ X nlay be found as follows:

....... -Y = prnY xC,

-where prn:n: X = JH[ x C --+ lHI is the natural projection anel prHY is the Hoo (IHI)-hull of the
subset prHY ~ lHL In view of Lemma 4.3(b), we would like to pose the following question.

4.5. Question. For which subsets r ~ G \ {e}
--(*) any point x E X is contained in thc HOO(X)-hull r(x) oE its f-orbit f(x)?

Proposition 4.6 below provides exalnples of subsets r ~ G \ {e} with the property (*).
Recall that the elements 91 1 92, g3 form a free ba..'3is of the nornlal subgronp Go ::: Z3 in

G. Any snbgroup H ~ Go is a free Abelian group of rank rk H ::; 3.
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4.6. Proposition. Let H ~ Go be a subgrou]J 0/ rank rk H ~ 2, and let f ~ H be the

complement 0/ a finite subset13 S eH. Then x E f(;) /or any x EX. In particular,-x E G(x) - {x} fOT any x EX.

Froo/. By Liouville Theoreln, any function / E HOO(X) = HOO(JE[ x C) is of thc form

~ -
/ = / 0 pr", where / E HOO(IHI).

Hence, for any point x = (z, w) E JE[ x C and any elCInent h = gr1 g;2 g;3 E H, wo have

and

(3)

(4)

(5)

When h runs ovef H (resp. over the compleulcnt r = H - S), thc corresponding vector
r = (rb r2, r3) E Z3 in (4) anel (5) runs over a sublattice ii ~ Z3 isoIllorphic to H (resp.
over the cOlnplement r = H- S of a finite subset S eH); in particular, rk H = rk H ~ 2.
Since 1is a continllOllS fllllction, it follows frolll (3), (5) anel Lemma 4.3(c) that

f(x) = J(z) E j(f(x))

(the closurc in C). Therefore,

If(x)1 ~ sup 1/(v)l,
!JEr(x)

-and heuce x E r(x). 0

4.7. Remark. Despite Lemlna 4.3(b), the following fact holds14 :

For any integer d =1= 0 and for any x E X, tlw sC-orbit sG(x) is a uniqucncss set for
bounded holamorphie functions on X.

That is, f = 0 whenever j E HOO(X) and f IsC(x) = O. Indeed, any j E HOO(X) is of

the form (3); hence, f IsG(x) = 0 implies i I prlHI (sC(x)J = O. However, it follows from
Lemmas 4.3 anel 4.5 that the point o:dw E IHI is a linüt point of the set

Thus, / = 0, and so f = O.

13The statement of the lemma is trivial if e E rj to mako it meaningful wo may assume timt e E S.
14cf. Proposition 1.11(a).
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